
FBC Devotion Thursday October 8 2020 Hebrews 12:1 Removed and Returning 

It goes without saying that March 17 2020 will be remembered as the start of lockdown at FBC. It will 
be remembered for being the time when Covid-19 closed us down. Lockdown was imposed and with it 
just about everything changed. 

Now spring has come and gone. And summer too – and still many parts of Ontario are suffering the 
bite of coronavirus. When we return to church again, what will we be returning to? To answer that, 
first of all we need to ask, from what have we been removed? For certain, it’s not God. Not even 
coronavirus can do that. We still have a relationship with Him. 

We missed something vital when we were deprived of being around our church family face to face. 
Hearing the voices of others. Seeing their faces. Enjoying their company. Online meetings solved 
some of the problems, but as for encouraging the fellowship of God’s people, they just don’t replace 
that which was missing.  

In this context, online is not a ‘new normal’ – it’s a ‘temporary abnormal’. Two metre 
physical distancing - and masks - beat Zoom. 

What has been denied to us is community. Church community - The community of shared life in 
many dimensions - family, work, school, recreation.  

The community of support in times of mourning when it felt like people were left to grieve alone. The 
community of celebration and grieving as weddings and funerals were either postponed or at least 
greatly curtailed. Sports teams played in empty stadiums. 

Some people think the Leafs, Raptors and Blue Jays all lost because the players dearly missed the roar 
and support of the crowd. It showed in their ice/on-field/court performances. We miss being 
together, we miss a real sense of being part of ‘the crowd’.  

Thinking about that - takes my mind to a passage in the book of Hebrews chapter 12 where we read, 
Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us run with perseverance 
the race marked out for us, fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of faith. Hebrews 12:1 

The big picture painted in the passage is a figurative representation and means that we ought to act as 
if they were cheering us on to the same victory in the life of faith that they obtained. We’re to be 
inspired by the godly examples these saints set during their lives. It’s as if they are cheering us on. We 
run the race of faith encouraged by the roar of the crowd.  

Of course our greatest encouragement in keeping on is Jesus, and as we keep our focus on Him we’re 
less likely to grow weary and lose heart. But the roar of the crowd, the unseen witnesses, has a part to 
play. Make no mistake about that. 

We’re not alone in the tough race we are running. We’re running it together. And on top of all 
of that, as we focus our eyes on Jesus, we’re roared on by the crowd of unseen witnesses, those people 
of faith who have finished the race before us. My brothers and sisters, whenever we return to church 
life again, however different that may be, let us be encouraged and re-energized once more by the roar 
of the crowd. 


